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America's physical eco omy
is rapidly disappearing
by Richard Freeman

T

hirty-two years after British intelli
gence's Permindex murdered
President John F. Kennedy in
November 1963, the U.S. physical economy
has deteriorated so badly that one would
need an archaeological dig to find it. The
defining cause of this collapse is the suc
cessful 1960s move by the British oligarchy
to foist the Malthusian paradigm of the post
industrial society upon the United States.
Since the mid-1970s, the U.S. physical
economy has contracted at a yearly rate of
2%. This contrasts starkly with the claim
that in the 1990s, the U.S. economy, mea
sured in Gross Domestic Product (GDP),
has grown at a rate in excess of 3% per year.
The use of GDP as a measure of the
economy is axiomatically and fatally
flawed: GDP indiscriminately mixes togeth
er productive economic activity, such as
steel and machine tool production, with non
productive, wasteful, and speculative activi
ty. Prior to the mid-1960s, when the econo
my at least produced something, GDp, in a
limited way, reflected production and reality.
Today, two-thirds of GDP is comprised of
purely non-productive activity. Moreover,
inflation, triggered by the explosion in
worldwide speculative fmancial aggregates,

has vastly inflated GDP, and other dollar
based measures of the economy, by approxi
mately a factor of 10.
This article examines the U.S. physical
economy's disintegration during the last 30
years: First, the change in productive work
ers as a percentage of the U.S. labor force.
Second, the drop in America's productive
investment in new plant and equipment.
Third, it will look at a category entitled
"value added by the goods-producing sec
tor," which is part of the GDP accounts. This
category allegedly represents, in dollar
terms, the real wealth added to the economy.
By contrasting this "value-added" category
to EIR's market basket index, a generalized
measure of inflation can be developed .
Applying this measure, one finds that, far
from rising at an explosive rate of growth
(as the Conservative Revolution's Newt
Gingrich claims), U.S. budget expenditures,
in physical terms, are actually falling precip
itously. Combined with dropping revenues,
this defines the real reason for the U.S. bud
get debacle.
Post·industrial society

But first, in order to give a thumbnail
sketch of what happened in policymaking to
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1 shows the U.S. labor force from
1947 thr 9ugh 1995 . In 1947, nearly half
(47.2%) America's labor force of 60.9 mil
lion were rodUCtivelY engaged. In Figure I,
we includ d essential workers under the pro
ductive w rker category, but the distinction is
important Man exists through the power of
his creati e ideas, which he applies to the sci
entific al eration of nature, to produce the
man to exist, and to alter his
means
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cause the hysical economic collapse of the
past three decades, we look at the House of
Windsor' policy called the "post-industrial
society."
Follo ing World War II, the United
States Iiv d off the capital of the war mobi
lization, nd its sequel, the Korean War
mobiliz lion . Under President Dwight
Eisenho er (1952-60), the U.S. economy
headed in 0 a serious recession in 1957-58.
President ennedy pulled the United States
out of tha economic breakdown. His invest
ment tax redit, and the Apollo space pro
gram, w ch provided a "science driver" for
the econ
y, produced significant rates of
physical economic growth . But after
Kennedy S murder, the British intensified
I
their pro orion of the post-industrial society
policy.
The k y characteristic of the post-indus
trial SOci Y is its emphasis on speculation
over pro ction: Technological progress is
targeted or destruction, and speculation
skyrocket , causing manufacturing and agri
culture to wither. In the 1960s, speculation
first inten ified in the offshore, unregulated
Eurodoll market. Then, with the disastrous
August 1 71 decision to take the United
States of the gold standard, petrodollar
recycling exploded. During 1973-75, there
was the flj'st oil hoax, which was followed in
1978-79 �y the second oil hoax. In 1979,
Federal eserve Board Chairman Paul
Volcker ent interest rates up over 20%,
fueling ej n greater speculative madness.
The tervid speculation sucked the
lifeblood ut of the physical economy.
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species self, to create ever higher-order ideas
so that he may live at successively higher cul
tural and material levels of existence. This
not-entropic form of development is repre
sented by a rising rate of relative potential
population density. Productive workers
include those engaged in agriculture, manu
facturing, construction, mining, public utili
ties, transportation, and so forth. They alter
nature; they produce the physical goods
inputs, in the form of consumer and capital
goods, to reproduce the human species. In a
healthy economy, they are employed in the
most advanced capital-intensive, energy
intensive mode of production.
Essential workers constitute those
engaged in vital soft infrastructure, such as
doctors, nurses, teachers, scientists. They do
not alter nature directly, but transmit knowl
edge or essential services to those who do.
All other workers, with some important
exceptions, can be classed as overhead.
From 1947 to 1995, America's labor
force more than doubled, with 71.7 million
new entrants, increasing from 60.9 million,
to 132.6 million workers. But nearly all of
the 71.7 million workers took jobs repre
senting an overhead expense to the econo
my. Whereas, in 1947, productive workers
represented 47.2% of the total labor force,
over the years, they represented a progres
sively smaller share: In 1960, they repre
sented 40.4% of the total labor force; in
1970, 36.4%; in 1980, 30.4%; and today,
25.9%. Today, only one in four workers is
productively engaged; the other three work
in overhead. Whereas, in 1947, each produc
tive worker was needed to produce enough
to support two families (his own and the
family of someone engaged in overhead),
today, every productive worker is called
upon to produce enough goods for his fami
ly and the families of 3.0 overhead workers.
With 2.6 persons per American household
on average, the productive worker must pro
duce enough to support 10.4 people. Were
productivity levels rising, because of the
introduction of new technology, that might
be possible, but the post-industrial society
policies forestalled most technological
advance.
Figure 2 shows the picture for manufac
turing starting in 1956. The right-hand bars
show the percentage that manufacturing
workers represent of the total U.S. labor
force. The left-hand bars represent manufac
turing's new productive investment in plant
and equipment, expressed as a percentage of
GDP. This latter measure-the expenditure
to replace worn-out machinery and to tech
nologically upgrade for the future-is a crit-
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Agriculture investment and employment
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Mining investment and employment
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Construction investment and employment
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Transportation investment and employment
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Basic physical infrastructure investment and employment
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ical parameter, indicating what stock manu
facturing puts in its own future and that of
the econ my. As such, it is a measure of
manufac ring's capital intensity.
Manu acturing, of course, produces the
vast majo ity of all intermediate and finished
industrial goods in the economy. (In dealing
with manufacturing as well as mining, con
struction, and transportation and public utili
ties workc rs, we are dealing only with those
whom th Department of Labor classifies as
"non-suP rvisory production workers.") In
1956, some 20% of the labor force (one out
of five w rkerS) worked in manufacturing.
For that year, that sector's investment in new
plant and equipment, as a monetary amount,
was equal to 3.7% of the U.S. economy's
l
GDP. By 995, things had changed radically.
Manufac ring workers as a percentage of
the total abor force was halved, falling to
10% of e total workforce. New investment
in plant and equipment in manufacturing,
which had held steady or even risen until
about 19 0, plunged sharply. By 1995, it
was one-third lower than the 1956 level.
Figure 3 documents that from 1956 to
1995, thel number of farmers declined from
9% to 2 � of the total labor force. Much of
the dec1i e from the 1940s through the
1960s w ¥ a healthy trend, reflecting farm
ers comirig off the land as the increased use
of fertiliz�rs and other farm inputs increased
farm pro uctivity per hectare. But the reduc
tion of thy farm workforce during the 19708
and 1980 , involved looting of the farm sec
tor. Omi ously, the amount of new invest
ment in p ant and equipment in the farm sec
tor, expr"f'sed as a percentage of GDp, fell
from 0.8% in 1956, to 0.2% in 1995-one
quarter 0 its level of 40 years ago.
Figu 4 shows the mining sector, which
produces the 50 minerals and metals out of
which tw -thirds of all manufactured goods
are made In 1956, mine workers constituted
1.1% of e total U.S. labor force. In 1995,
they wer 0.3% of the labor force. In 1980,
sector's investment in new plant
the mini
ent as a percentage of GDp, rose,
and eqUi
reflectin the oil and gas drilling boom of
the early 1980s. But by 1995, this percent
age had allen to a level two-thirds below
that of 1956.
Figu s 5 and 6 exhibit the picture for
construct on and transportation, respectively.
The fig s parallel the downward trajecto
ries of mjUlUfacturing, agriculture, and min
ing.
I
Figure 7 depicts investment and employ
ment in e hard infrastructure sector. The
construc on sector represents workers who
are enga ed primarily in construction of
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homes and commercial properties. The physi
cal infrastructure sector includes workers
building and tending the essential infrastruc
ture of the country-railroads, waterworks,
mass transit, harbors and river channels,
dams, power plants and distribution, and so
forth. As a percentage of the total U.S. labor
force, the hard infrastructure sector's employ
ment fell from 5% in 1956, to 3.9% in 1995.
Even more ominous, the level of capital
intensity of the sector, after rising from 1956
to 1966, then fell by 45% by 1995.
Figure 8 looks at soft infrastructure,
which comprises medicine, education, sci
ence, and engineering. It represents what
would appear to be a trend counter to all the
other sectors we have looked at thus far. The
employment in soft infrastructure, as a per
centage of the total labor force, rose from
4.4% in 1956, to 6.2% in 1995. However,
this is due entirely to the increase in medi
cine and health care employment, which is
shown in Figure 9. From.l950 to 1992, this
rose as a percentage of the total labor force,
from 0.6%, to 3.3%, which entirely accounts
for the increase in soft infrastructure
employment.
The transformation of the health and
hospital sector says something about the
economy as a whole. Next to retail sales,
this is the fastest growing sector of the econ
omy. On the one hand, there is growth in the
number of doctors and nurses (see Figures
10 and 11), in part because of the increased
number of elderly who are being treated,
especially in nursing homes and care cen
ters. To this must be added employment in
job categories which previously did not
exist; for example, the technicians who
operate the various diagnostic equipment
which has been developed over the past two
decades. However, the biggest part of the
increase in medical employment is not for
skilled medical personnel, but for cheap
labor. In 1992-93, out of 9.699 million peo
ple working in the health and hospital sector,
3.912 million, or 40%, were accountants,
clerks, cooks, maids, laundry workers, etc.
Moreover, it should be kept in mind that,
while the number of doctors is rising, this
does not mean that there is equal access to
doctors. Some areas, especially large cities
such as New York or Chicago, have a dwin
dling number of doctors per 10,000 popula
tion for the increasing poor and middle
income layers of the population.

FIGURE 8
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closer to 40% less tax revenues from most
of the 7l.'7 million workers added to the
economy s'nce 1948. There is additional lost
tax reven e because of the millions of
unemploy d, and many tens of billions of
dollars m re tax revenue lost because of
closed-do n farms and factories. It is clear
that, relati e to where they would have been
had the p st-industrial society not taken
over, tax evenues have plummeted. The
problem is on the revenue, not the spending
side, of th budget problem.

FIGURE 1 1
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force participation rate, precipitated by the
abrupt fall in wage levels that sent women
into the labor force en masse. In 1948,
roughly 62% of the population in the 20- to
64-year-old age bracket (which comprises
the majority of the workforce) was in the
labor force. The percentage increased mod
estly through the mid- to late-1960s (see
Figure 12), when it began rising sharply.
This is the era when incomes, as measured
in physical purchasing-power terms, started
to collapse. By 1994, the labor force partici
pation rate was 79%, some 17 percentage
points higher than it was in 1948. This is
entirely due to women entering the labor
force.
If a woman chooses to work, for inde
pendence, the mental challenge, sense of
accomplishment, or whatever, she should be
encouraged to do so. But most women in
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both majo U.S. political parties, the U.S.
Federal Re;;erve System board of governors,
virtually all of academia, as well as the
financial nd business media, still talk of
growth in e U.S. economy. They cite fig
ures in G P growth, from a level of $S13.4
billion in 960, to $7, 113 billion in 1995.
They deba e whether between now and the
end of the �ear 2OOS, the GDP-compounded
annual re growth rate will be 2.S%, 3%, or
3.S%.
Worsening the absurdity of the debate
about whe er "the budget can be balanced
,
by year X, depending on the rate of rise of
tax revenu s based on the GDP growth rate,
is that the government fakes its figures.
Thus, e will expose the government's
GDP indi ator on the economy. We will
define a eneralized rate of inflation, or
price defla or, and use this generalized infla
tion indic 0r to show that a major problem
of the U. . budget, alongside falling rev
enues, is ailing expenditures-quite the
opposite f what Gingrich and his coterie
contend. his puts the budget debate in a
new light.
As a s
ing point, we compare the gov
ernment's concept of "value added by the
goods-pro ucing industries," to EIR's mar
ket baske index. Both measure the same
process, b t how do the two compare?
The c ncept of "value added by the
goods-pro ucing industries" is a subsection
of the U. . government's GDP accounts,
which is a1culated by the Department of
Commerc 's Bureau of Economic Analysis.
erce Department attempts to cal
The co
culate the new wealth, expressed in dollar
terms, tha each sector of the economy is
contributi g to the total economy. It does
this for e ery sector, including goods-pro
duction; fi ance, insurance, and real estate;
non-gove nment services; and so forth.
Within th goods-producing sector, it calcu
lates valu added by each of the subsec
tors-rna facturing, mining, construction,
etc.
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this period were forced to work, because of
collapsing family incomes. This had a direct
impact on U.S. fertility and birth rates,
which plunged from 1970 onward. If both
husband and wife work, it is very difficult,
on average, for a family to raise more than
one or two children.
The breakdown in the economy was fur
ther exemplified by the 40-S0% fall in the
market basket (see p. AS).
These trends, including the shift out of
productive jobs in manufacturing, construc
tion, agriculture, mining, etc., into non-pro
ductive, non-essential jobs, most of which
are service industry jobs, or dead-end jobs at
McDonalds or K-Mart, had major implica
tions for federal, state, and local budgets.
According to the Department of Labor, these
jobs pay one-third less than manufacturing
jobs. This translates into one-third, actually
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One unit of EIR market basket is the unit of

The Commerce Department says it wants

of GDP. Based on these figures, the econo

to avoid double-counting, so, to determine

my has grown by 7.2 times. Even correcting

new physical goods flow-throughs, per

the value added, if something is counted as

for inflation, using the government's infla

household, for every household in the U.S.
economy, in 1967. To make this process of

output in the mining sector, it should not be

tion measure, the government would claim

counted a second time as value added in the

that the goods-producing side of the U.S.

division clearer, if one buys one-third of a

manufacturing sector, and then counted as

economy, expressed in constant dollars, has

pound of bananas for 10 cents, then the cost

value added a third time in the construction

roughly tripled since 1960.

of a full pound is 30 cents-by dividing the

sector, and so forth. Thus, the department

EIR's market basket index, on the other

c o s t of t h e bananas by the amount o f
pounds, one finds out the price per pound.

takes the final total product in a sector,

hand, measures the amount of newly created

which is that sector's total shipmen ts

physical product, for a particular year, flow

Figure 14 shows the results of the calcu

expressed in dollar terms, and subtracts from

ing through the U.S. economy. This is new

lations. In 1960, the division yields a figure

it the cost of raw materials inputs for that

physical product produced and/or consumed

of $210 billion. In 1990, the division yields

sector. The raw material input costs of the

(whichever is higher) expressed on a per

a figure of $2,198 billion. Since both divi
sion products are equivalent to the same

manufacturing sector would be, in large part,

household, per capita, and per hectare basis.

the value added by the mining sector, so

Another way of stating it, is that EIR's mar

unit-what it costs to buy the same physical

they are subtracted out. Thus, value added is

ket basket index measures the physical flow

goods flow-through per household that

roughly defined by final shipments minus

through of the economy' s consumer and

existed in 1967-then this tells us that in

the cost of raw materials and supplies.

capital goods inputs, per household, per

1990, it cost 10 times more in value-added

Another way of describing value added,

capita, and per hectare. Thus, it, too, mea

dollar terms to buy the same annual flow of

is that it is the new value that has been

sures the productive side of the U.S. econo

physical goods than it cost in 1960. This is a

added by the labor force in a particular sec

my, only unlike the value added of the

rough, generalized measure of inflation, or a

tor in the course of working up raw materi

Commerce Department, it does so accurate

price deflator. Relative to' 1960, inflation is

als into a finished good within that sector. In

ly.

ten times higher.

this way of looking at it, value added equals

The calculations for the various years are

This means that not only is the dollar

a sector's total shipments minus the cost of

t h e n i n d e x e d to 1967, when the f l o w 

content of value added overstated today by

through was highest. So, the 1967 market

10 times, but any dollar figure attached to

raw materials inputs for that sector.
The amount of new value-added wealth

basket index equals 1 (see article, p. A5, for

what can be bought, relative to 1960, is

which the Commerce Department says the

a fuller explanation). Looking at critical

overstated by ten times. When politicians or

goods-producing sector has been adding to

years, in 1960, the EIR market basket index

economists talk of the economy's "growth,"

the U.S. economy over the years, is dis

was 0.873, meaning that the 1960 flow of

as this example shows, they are, in reality,

Figure 13.

In

consumer and capital goods, per household,

talking about monetary growth, not an

1960, the value of all value added by the

was 87.3% of the 1967 level. The index rose

increase in physical output.

goods-producing (or productive) side of the

until 1967, when it equaled 1, and then start

What introduced this ten-fold inflation

U.S. economy was $184 billion. By 1990,

ed plummeting. By 1990, the index stood at

into the U.S. economy? In part, it was the

the Commerce Department says that value

0.603, meaning that it was 39.7% below

structural shift of the economy, from one in

added by the goods-producing side of the

1967 levels, and 31.1 % below 1960 levels.

which riea r l y h a l f the workforce was

U.S. economy was worth $1,326 billion.

From 1990 onward, it fell at a 2% annual

engaged in productive work, to an economy

This represents the goods-producing portion

rate.

in which only 25% of the workforce is

played, for selected years, in

Thus, while the value a d d e d of the
goods-producing part of GDP is rising three

FIGURE 13

fold, in reality, the physical market basket,
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measuring the exact same thing, has fallen,
cumulatively, since 1960, by now more than
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40%. The government's fantasy statement
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FIGURE 15

Financial profit ratio of
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engaged in productive work. The spiraling
cost of overhead was, in part, recouped by
companies raising prices. The hyperbolic
growth of speculative fmancial aggregates,
creating a worldwide financial bubble, espe
cially during the last 15 years, was an even
greater influence, importing monetary infla
tion from outside the physical system, into
the physical system. The potential for infla
tion to grow even higher because of the
explosive growth in the speculative bubble,
is very great.
This means that the "official" inflation
rate provided by the U.S. government, is a
fake. (This is not to discount the fact that
various deflationary forces, caused by the
economic depression, are also operating in
the U.S. economy.)
A further indication of the unreliability
of and hidden inflation in the government's
"value added by the goods-producing sec
tor" measure, is that it does not take into
account the cost of the economic process
required to produce this value added, nor
does it take account of the high cost of over
head now associated with the U.S. economy.
Thus, over time, "value added" might seem
to rise, at least in dollar terms, but it does not
reflect what is happening in the physical
economy.
Figure 15 depicts the rate of profit, or
free energy ratio, of the U.S. economy for
the period 1967 through 1990, stated in
monetary-dollar terms. The same ratio, but
calculated in physical terms, is shown in
Figure 2 on p. A2. (The two statements of
the free energy ratio, Figures 14 and 15,

A 20
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draw from entirely different data bases; one
is based on measurement of physical goods,
the other based on measurement of mone
tary expressions of wages, etc.)
In the monetary statement of the free
energy ratio, one starts with "value added by
the goods producing sector," which repre
sents the new wealth created in the econo
my, during one economic cycle. From it, one
subtracts overhead, called "d," which is
comprised of administrative overhead plus
debt service costs. The denominator of the
expression is the energy of the system, that
is, the input costs required to maintain the
equipotential of the economy, stated in dol
lar terms. Thus, the free energy ratio of the
system represents an economy's "output
minus its input," corrected for overhead,
divided by its required inputs. An economy's
durable survival is constrained by the need
of a rising rate of growth for the free energy
ratio.
The U.S. economy's rate of profit, or free
energy ratio, in physical and monetary
terms, show a sharp plunge downward (the
ratio stated in dollar terms shows a time lag
because of the distortion that monetary
terms introduce). "Value added," taken by
itself, does not reflect this, because it does
not represent what is happening in the econ
omy.
Collapsing government
expenditures

The Robespierre of the Conservative
Revolution, House Speaker Newt Gingrich,
claims that the U.S. government budget is
unbalanced because expenditures are
"exploding out of control" due to "liberal
over-spending." But, contrary to Gingrich's
claims, based on what has been developed
above, one can prove that vital expenditures
are falling, apart from any cuts that have
been imposed. This is disguised because the
government's figures for inflation are so
understated.
Take such budget-items as education or
health care. Are they really zooming
upward? The dollar amount in the budget
may be increasing, but the physical product
that the dollar buys is drastically shrinking.
In 1960, the combined spending of feder
al, state, and local governments for educa
tion was $135 billion. In 1990, it was $1,837
billion. On the face of it, over 30 years, gov
ernment spending for education increased
13.5 times. But did the content of education
increase by 13.5 times? If one adjusts this
figure by the rough inflation measure devel
oped above-that inflation has increased
approximately ten times since 196O-then
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the combi ed government spending for edu
cation in reased by 3.5 times from 1960
through 1 90. But even that may be over
stated, rais' ng the question whether the infla
tion mea ure developed above is itself
understated.
What OUld the spending for education
go for? Teachers' salaries? According to the
U.S. gove ment inflation index, from 1960
through l 90, the wages of teachers rose,
but by a railier modest amount.
Perhap , then, the spending was for new
school plant and equipment? Figure 16
shows th physical amount of new school
floor spac constructed, per household, since
1960. It i set to an index in which 1967
equals 1. ts level in 1990 is 60% below the
level of 1 67, and 56% below the level of
1960. Ov all, little if anything in education
has increa ed.
The sa e story is repeated for most line
items for SSential hard and soft infrastruc
ture in th budget. The real scandal of the
federal, st te, and local budget situation, is
1
that exp ditures, measured in physical
terms, ar falling. Combined with falling
.
revenues, . s is creating a debacle.
ThiS Oblem cannot be solved by any
short-te
expedient, such as more budget
cutting or orne monetarist monetary reform,
which wo ld allegedly restore the purchas
ing powe of the dollar. Americans must
open their eyes, and recognize that the origin
of the col apse of the physical economy is
located in the fact that America succumbed
to post-in ustrial society policies 35 years
ago.
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